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Optimal Planning Quantities for Product Transition 
 

 
Abstract 

The replacement of an existing product with a new one presents many challenges. In particular, 

uncertainties in a new product introduction often lead to extreme cases of demand and supply 

mismatches. This paper addresses inventory planning decisions for product upgrades when there 

is no replenishment opportunity during the transition period. We allow product substitution: 

when a company runs out of the old product, a customer may be offered the new product as a 

substitute. We show that the optimal substitution decision is a time-varying threshold policy and 

establish the optimal planning policy. Further, we determine the optimal delay in a new product 

introduction, given the initial inventory of the old product.  
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1.  Introduction 

As product life cycles become shorter, managing product transition has become a major chal-

lenge for companies in fast clockspeed industries. We consider the problem of production and 

inventory planning when a product is replaced by its next generation counterpart. In particular, 

we study these decisions when neither product can be replenished during the transition period.  

This research originates from collaborative work with a telecommunications equipment man-

ufacturer. The company frequently updates its products due to technology change. Product life-

cycles can range from 15 to 24 months and new products account for about one third of the com-

pany’s annual revenue. For each product transition, operations managers need to make planning 

decisions that are complicated by several factors:  the procurement and production lead-times 
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can be quite long relative to the transition period; transition-period demand for both the new and 

old products is uncertain; and product substitution can occur when one product stocks out. 

In this industry, the procurement lead-time for critical components can be 13 weeks or long-

er. The production lead time is usually 5 weeks. As a result, planning decisions need to be made 

4 to 6 months prior to the product transition, which starts when the new product is released and 

ready to ship to customers. The transition ends when the new-product demand rate stabilizes and 

that of the old drops to a negligible level. This transition can take between a few weeks to a few 

months, during which the company sells both products. As the transition period is typically 

shorter than the replenishment lead time, any replenishment ordered during the transition will not 

arrive until after the transition is completed. The planning challenge is to assure enough supply 

for both products but not too much.  

A further complication for the transition planning is the opportunity for product substitution 

during the transition: often when a shortage of the old product occurs, the new product can be 

used as a substitute. The product manager needs to decide when to offer substitution to custom-

ers and to understand how this substitution decision affects the initial planning quantities.  

Additionally a new-product launch involves many sequential steps and depends on many fac-

tors including technology, production and supplies. As a result, a new product release schedule 

often slips. When this happens, the old-product inventory may run out, creating a supply gap.  

As an example, our collaborating company was replacing a wireless access point product 

named Blofeld, with its next generation successor Blofeld2. The transition was driven in part by 

an end-of-life (EOL) notice from a component supplier for Blofeld. The company did not buy 

many old products on the EOL notice, hoping that Blofeld2 would cover the demand. Unfortu-

nately, the Blofeld2 release was delayed, resulting in a supply gap. As it was impossible to re-
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plenish Blofeld, the company had to scramble to complete Blofeld2 to narrow the supply gap.  

As another example, the old product, Sultan, was selling very well before the transition. Un-

willing to risk any supply gap and miss revenues, the managers made large additional purchases 

of the old product as buffer inventory. This time, all work leading to the transition had gone bet-

ter than planned and the new product, Sultan II, was completed on schedule. This created another 

dilemma as the company had a large inventory position in the old product, both on-hand and on-

order.  Releasing Sultan II as scheduled would likely result in a large excess of Sultan. The com-

pany decided to delay the new product introduction in order to mitigate the excess problem.  

In this paper we address the planning challenge for a product transition, namely to balance 

the risk of shortage against the risk of excess. This problem has been identified by companies in 

various industries including Intel (Hopman 2005) and Lexmark (Saenz et al. 2005), but has not 

drawn much academic attention.  More specifically we examine two decisions. 

First, we address the inventory planning problem that determines the quantities of the old and 

the new products, accounting for uncertainties in demand and in the new-product release date.  

We develop a dynamic model for joint inventory decisions for two generations of products, with 

non-stationary and substitutable demand. The substitution decision is a dynamic decision that is 

contingent upon the inventory levels of both products and the time during a transition. 

Second, we address a closely related problem. In the Sultan transition, the decision to post-

pone the transition was driven by the need to consume excess inventory and to avoid a large ob-

solescence cost. However, since the new product typically has better margins, such a delay can 

hurt the bottom line. Therefore, the decision of when to launch the new product is a tradeoff of 

these two conflicting objectives. In this paper, we determine whether and by how much to delay 

a new product release when a company is carrying a large inventory of the old product. 
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We use the term “new product release date” and “transition start date” (TSD) interchangea-

bly, as we assume that a product transition starts when the new product is released. The proofs of 

the results in this paper are provided in the Online Supplement at http://www. 

poms.org/journal/supplements/. 

2.  Literature Review 

Existing literature on single-product inventory planning problems abounds. One stream concerns 

the disposal of the old generation product – the last time buy decisions. Goyal and Giri (2001) 

provide a general review on this subject. Rosenfield (1989, 1992) presents a marginal analysis 

model that solves for the optimal number of units to keep for products that are slow-moving or 

obsolete when facing a one-time disposal opportunity. Jain and Silver (1994) develop a dynamic 

programming model to determine the ordering policy for a product with a random lifetime and 

stochastic but stationary demand. Krishnamoorthy and Varghese (1995), Kalpakam and Sapna 

(1994) and Ravichandran (1995) develop continuous inventory replenishment models for a prod-

uct with random lifetime and stationary demand. Song and Zipkin (1996) examine an inventory 

control problem for a deteriorating demand situation; they model the state of the demand process 

as a Markov chain that alternates between low and high demand states. In contrast, we allow the 

expected demand rate to change continuously. 

There are two streams of literature on inventory models for multiple products with substitu-

tions. One stream focuses on static substitutions in a single-period or repeated newsvendor prob-

lem. Parlar and Goyal (1984), Pasternack and Drezner (1991), and Bassok et al. (1999) consider 

a single-period multiple-product inventory model with substitutions. Rao et al. (2004) study a 

similar problem with setup costs. Bitran and Dasu (1992) model a multi-period production plan-

ning problem with demand substitutions and both supply and demand uncertainty.  Another 
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stream of substitution literature couples the customers’ choice model with the newsvendor prob-

lem to derive optimal order quantities. Smith and Agrawal (2000) consider a single-period multi-

item stocking problem using demands modified by customers’ substitution effects. Mahajan and 

van Ryzin (2001) analyze the same problem, but the customer’s substitution choice depends 

upon the current inventory levels.  Although this is similar to the substitution model in this paper, 

we look at substitution decisions that are initiated by the firm, instead of the customers.   

Billington et al. (1998) provide a comprehensive framework for product “rollover” strategies. 

They discuss both primary strategies for decision-making before the rollover process starts and 

contingency strategies that help a company adapt to additional market and product information 

as it becomes available. In our paper, we address both primary and contingency strategies. In the 

inventory planning problem, we consider primary strategies, namely the initial inventory deci-

sions and the release time for the new product. But for our analysis of these decisions, we incor-

porate a dynamic substitution decision, which is a contingency strategy. 

Wilhelm and Xu (2002) examine a problem that is similar to ours. They consider a multi-

period production planning and pricing problem in a product upgrade, for which there are replen-

ishment opportunities in each period. They assume that only one product is sold at any point of 

time, i.e., a “solo-product roll” as defined by Billington et al (1998).  In contrast, we allow both 

generation products to be sold throughout the transition period (a “dual-product roll”) and solve 

the planning problem when there is no additional replenishment opportunity.  

Souza et al. (2004) study the optimal timing and production decisions for new product intro-

ductions in a duopoly situation under the “solo-product roll” assumption. They determine, for 

each time period, whether to introduce a new product with “incremental” or “substantial” im-

provements, or not to introduce at all. Savin and Terwiesch (2005) adopt a competitive diffusion 
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model to study the optimal product launch time in a duopoly. They model the tradeoff between 

life-cycle sales of the product and production cost reduction caused by changes in the launch 

time.  Wilson and Norton (1989) consider the optimal entry timing for a product line extension. 

The tradeoff is between the market growth stimulated by the new product and the sales canni-

balization of the old product due to the product line extension. In contrast to the above papers, 

we focus on the operational tradeoffs (excess inventory versus improved margin from the new 

product) when determining the optimal date for a new product release.  

3.  Problem Description 

We explore the following three problems regarding a product transition. 

1) Given a deterministic transition start date (TSD), what are the optimal planning quantities for 

the old and new products? To determine the initial inventory positions, we examine a dy-

namic decision of whether to offer substitution to customers when the old product runs out.  

2) Given a stochastic TSD, what are the optimal planning quantities for each product? We com-

pare the optimal solutions with the case of a deterministic TSD to assess the impact of this 

uncertainty on the optimal planning quantities and on the total expected profit. 

3) Given an initial scheduled TSD and the initial inventory position of the old product (on hand 

plus on order), should the firm delay the transition? If so, by how much?  

We study the above problems for a finite time horizon of length H. We define time zero to be 

the time when the planning decisions need to be made. We define τ to be the date when the tran-

sition starts and we assume that the planning horizon H extends beyond the end of the transition. 

H can signify a fiscal target date such as the end of a month or a quarter, or simply a time for 

making the next replenishment decision. We define the transition period to be the time interval 

[τ, H]. The lead-time to replenish either product is long, relative to the duration of the transition; 
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thus we assume that there is only one order opportunity and it takes place at time zero.  

  We assume that the demands of the two products are independent Poisson processes 

throughout the horizon [0, H].  For the new product, the demand rate is zero prior to time τ, is 

non-decreasing during the transition period and then stabilizes at a constant level. For the old 

product, the demand rate before the transition is constant, is non-increasing during the transition 

period and then falls to a negligible level after the transition. Thus, the company sells both prod-

ucts during the transition period [τ, H] as customers gradually switch over from the old to the 

new product.  Figure 1 illustrates a typical pattern for these demand rates. 

 
Figure 1. Demand Pattern during Product Transition 

During the transition, if the old product runs out, the company can use the new product as a 

substitute. We assume that when the company decides to substitute, it provides the customer with 

a price discount off the price of the new product that is sufficient for the customer to accept the 

substitute. In addition to this discount, the company might incur a loss of goodwill for giving a 

customer his/her second choice. We do not differentiate between the discount and the loss of 

goodwill, but define the sum of the two as the substitution cost. 

Although the new product is typically an improvement over the old product, many customers 

still prefer the old product in the transition stage. For instance, when the customer has an in-

Time τ H 

Demand Rate Generation 2 
(new product)

Generation 1 
(old product)

Planning Time 

≤ Lead-time

0 
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stalled base of the old product, the old product might be strongly preferred due to the increased 

service, maintenance and training costs associated with introducing a new version of the product. 

The customer might also prefer an old product to avoid exposure to technological risks associ-

ated with a new product. In these cases, the discount (plus the loss of goodwill) could very well 

be larger than any price difference of the two products.  

We assume that customers are not aware of the company’s inventory status before placing an 

order and therefore do not engage in any strategic behavior that takes into account a possible 

substitution. Specifically, a customer who intends to purchase a new product does not pretend to 

be a customer of the old product in order to receive the substitution discount. 

Unmet demand is lost. Realistically, there may be cases when the company decides not to of-

fer a substitution when the old product runs out, but the customer may, after learning that the old 

product runs out, come back to buy the new product instead. In this case unmet demand is not 

entirely lost. For simplicity, we ignore such behavior in this paper. However, we discuss in the 

conclusion a potential extension of the model that incorporates this effect.  

We assume that any excess inventory of the old product is salvaged only after the transition. 

In the high-tech industry, the manufacturer can recoup about 10% of the original sales value of 

the product by selling its excess old product to a broker, who then sells the product in the secon-

dary market. To avoid competing with its own product on the secondary market, a company 

would rarely salvage its excess inventory before the end of a transition.  After the transition, the 

company generally views the secondary market as much less of a threat as the new product ma-

tures and the company stops shipping the old product. Hence we assume that salvaging the old 

product after the transition does not affect the sales of the new product. 

We assume that the company continues to sell the new product after the transition ends and 
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will be making replenishment orders during the transition period that by assumption do not arrive 

until after the transition period. Any leftover inventory of the new product at the end of the tran-

sition is not salvaged but is used to satisfy demand beyond the horizon. The company will adjust 

its replenishment orders placed during the transition period, based on the projected size of the 

leftover inventory. For our model, we approximate the salvage value of the new product inven-

tory at the end of the transition period by the savings from reducing the first replenishment quan-

tity received after time H; thus, the salvage value is the unit procurement cost of the new product 

at time H.  This is an approximation since the amount leftover might be more than we would 

purchase in a single replenishment and we would need a more complex representation for the 

value of these leftover units.  In this case, we could rank order the items and apply further incre-

mental discount to each unit (Rosenfield 1989). The total salvage value would then be a non-

linear but concave function of the amount of leftover inventory at time H, and we expect all the 

proofs in this paper to remain valid. 

4.  Deterministic Transition Start Date 

We start with the case when the new product release date (equivalently, the transition start date) 

is deterministic. Sometimes a product transition is driven by outside forces; for instance, a sup-

plier sets an end-of-life for a component or the government issues new regulations for which the 

old product does not comply. In these cases, the company does not have much latitude in decid-

ing when to start the transition, and thus the TSD is known and fixed. 

Our objective is to find the starting inventory levels for both products, at time 0. We use dy-

namic programming (DP) to formulate the problem as a discrete time model. Given that the de-

mand is Poisson, we define the time unit such that the probability of more than one demand arri-

val (old or new) during one time unit is negligible. The time unit might correspond to a week, a 
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day or an hour. Given the time unit, we define )(1 tλ  and )(2 tλ  to be the demand rates for the old 

and new product respectively. Throughout the paper, we use the subscript 1 to refer to the old 

product and the subscript 2 to refer to the new product. In each time unit t, the demand probabil-

ity is )(1 tλ  for an old product and is )(2 tλ  for a new product; the probability of no demand is 1-

λ(t) where λ(t)=λ1(t) + λ2(t) < 1. Without loss of generality, we assume that a demand (if any) 

always occurs at the beginning of a time unit.  

4.1  Substitution Decision 

We first note that if there were no demand substitution between the two products, inventory 

planning could be simplified to two independent problems: We can regard the transition period 

[τ, H] as a single selling-season with one order opportunity and find the quantities that satisfy the 

newsboy ratio for the old and new products respectively.  

Since the old and new products share a common customer pool, risk pooling through substi-

tution is possible. We assume that substitution is only relevant when the old product inventory 

runs out. We then need to decide for each demand for the old product whether or not to satisfy it 

with a unit of new product. This is a dynamic decision because it depends on the current inven-

tory level of the new product and how far we are into the transition period. If we substitute, we 

avoid the lost sale of an old product and save some holding cost of a new product, but we may 

lose a sale of the new product if the new product inventory runs out before the transition ends. 

Therefore, we need to weigh the immediate benefit of substitution against the expected future 

loss from possible missed sales of the new product.  

With a substitution, the company realizes the price of the new product 2r , net the substitution 

cost g, which includes a discount off the price of the new product plus any goodwill loss.  We 

assume 0≥g  to restrict the revenue from substitution to be no greater than a regular sale of the 
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new product. In the extreme case, g might be zero, indicating that the customers are willing to 

substitute the new product for the old product without discount or any loss of goodwill. In this 

case, a company will always substitute since it doesn’t result in any loss. Alternatively a cus-

tomer might be happy to take the new product at the price of the old when the new product is a 

higher-priced product, in which case 12 rrg −= . However, if g is large, a company might prefer 

to not fill old product demand. For example, Intel would rather save the new product for a cus-

tomer who is willing to pay a 200% premium for a 10% performance boost from the new prod-

uct, than sell it to the customer who wants the old product and is only willing to buy the new 

product at a significant discount.  

Let ir  be the selling price of product i and ip be the penalty for a shortage of product i in ad-

dition to the lost revenue. Hence iii pr +=ν  is the total cost of a lost sale for product i. We let ix  

be the inventory level of product i and ih  the holding cost for product i per unit time. δ  is the 

discount factor per time unit. We denote by ),,( 21 txxV  the expected profit-to-go at time t given 

that the inventory levels are 1x  and 2x . At any time t during the transition, we can state the 

profit-to-go by the following recursion: 

)]1,,1()1()[(               
)]1,1,()1()[(               

)]1,,())[(1(),,(

21122111

21222112

21221121

+−++−−−+
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),1,,0(max[)(             
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)]1,0,0()[(              
)]1,0,0()[(              

)1,0,0())(1(),0,0(

11

22

++−+
++−+

+−=

tVpt
tVpt

tVttV

δλ
δλ

δλ
   t= τ ,τ+1, τ+2,…, H    (1) 

We define the terminal value 221121 )1,,( xsxsHxxV +=+  where is  is the salvage value of 

product i at the end of the planning horizon. We use the DP formulation to prove our theoretical 

results, as well as to compute the optimal solutions. 

The unstated assumption in equation (1) is that a company will never turn away customers 

when the product demanded is in stock: If a customer asks for product i and there is inventory for 

product i, we will sell it. We make the following assumptions so as to facilitate the proofs.  

111 shv δ≥+     (2) 

222 shv δ≥+     (3) 

2212 shpgr δ≥++−    (4) 

111222 shrshgr δδ −+≤−+−   (5) 

δδ −
+≤

−
+−

11
1

1
2

2
hrhgr    (6) 

The assumptions (2)-(4) imply that it is better to sell a product than to salvage it. The as-

sumptions (5) and (6) indicate that it is not worthwhile to substitute when there is inventory for 

the old product. Whereas there might be realistic cases when a company prefers to scrap the old 

product and offer only the new product, this is out of the scope of this paper. 

Since the substitution decision is only relevant when the inventory of the old runs out, we can 

easily derive from equation (1) that the optimal policy is to substitute at time t if and only if  

2 1 2 2 2[ (0, , 1) (0, 1, 1)].                   (7)r p g h V x t V x tδ+ − + > + − − +  

Condition (7) has a simple interpretation: We substitute when the value from substitution (LHS) 

is larger than the discounted future loss from having one less unit of the new product (RHS). 

Lemma 1  )1,1,0()1,,0(),( 222 +−−+≡ txVtxVtxα is non-increasing in x2. 
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Lemma 1 establishes that the value function V(0,x2,t) is concave in x2 for all t. That is, there 

is decreasing marginal return from having more inventory of the new product. Lemma 1 and 

condition (7) lead to the optimality of a threshold policy. 

Proposition 1  (Threshold Substitution Policy) 

The optimal substitution policy is a time-varying threshold policy. There exists a threshold level 

)(2 tx  such that when 1( ) 0x t = , it is optimal to substitute a new product to meet the demand for 

the old product if the inventory level of the new product is at or above )(2 tx ; no substitution 

should be allowed when the new product inventory is below that level.  

We define )(2 tx  as the largest inventory level x2 such that 2122 ),( hgprtx +−+≥δα  holds. 

In the case when 212),1( hgprt +−+<δα , we define 0)(2 =tx .  

As ),( 2 txα is a function of t, )(2 tx  will vary with t. Intuitively, we might expect that  )(2 tx  

decreases in t since the chance of running out and missing a sale of the new product should de-

cline as time goes on. Indeed, this can be true, but only for certain special cases. 

Proposition 2 With homogeneous Poisson demand, i.e., ),()( and )( 2211 Httt τλλλλ ∈∀== , the 

substitution threshold )(2 tx  is non-increasing in t.  

Homogeneous Poisson demand implies that the expected demand for the old product drops 

instantly to some lower level after the new product is introduced and stays at that level through-

out the transition period [τ, H], and that the expected demand for the new product jumps from 

zero to a constant level immediately after its release. Figure 2 shows how the threshold changes 

over time under homogeneous Poisson demand. Since the demand pattern during [τ, H] does not 

depend on the value of τ , we plot the substitution threshold against the time elapsed since the 

TSD, i.e., τ−t .  Hence we only need the parameter value of τ−H . When the new product in-

ventory is above the curve, the optimal decision is to substitute using the new for the old; when 
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the new product inventory is below the curve, the optimal decision is not to substitute and leave 

the order for the old product unfilled. 
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Figure 2. Substitution Threshold under Homogeneous Poisson Demand  

The further into the transition period, the less time there is to sell a product; hence the moti-

vation for substitution becomes stronger and the threshold decreases. This problem formulation 

also describes the optimal substitution policy for two substitutable products with stationary de-

mands in general (not as a pair of overlapping generations of products). 

Proposition 3  If the demand is non-homogeneous Poisson, and the holding cost and revenue 

discounting are negligible, i.e., h1=h2 =0 and δ=1, then )(2 tx  is non-increasing in t. 

The substitution decision is a tradeoff of the immediate revenue against possible future sales 

loss of the new product. The expected future loss depends on the time at which the new product 

sale might occur, because this time determines the revenue discounting applied to the sale as well 

as the holding cost incurred up to the sale. When we ignore holding cost and revenue discount-

ing, this dependency vanishes; thus, the cost of substitution is only the expected revenue of a fu-

ture sale, which is non-increasing in t. As a result, )(2 tx  is non-increasing in t.  

When the holding cost or revenue discounting is significant, )(2 tx  need not be monotonic. 

Parameter Values 
τ−H  500 

δ  0.998 
r1 30 
r2 38 
p1 20 
p2 30 
g 10 
h1 0.005 
h2 0.005 
s1 5 
s2 18 

],[ 08.0)(1 Htt τλ ∈∀=  
],[ 08.0)(2 Htt τλ ∈∀=  
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We plot the demand rates  )1/(16.0)( )250(025.0
1

−−+= τλ tet and )1/(16.0)( )250(025.0
2

−−−+= τλ tet  in 

Figure 3(a).  For these demand rates, we see in Figure 3(b) that the threshold increases during the 

early stage of the transition and then decreases later in the transition. That is, substitution is more 

favored at the beginning and the end of the transition. Again the horizontal axis in Figure 3 is 

.τ−t  All other parameter values are the same as in Figure 2. 
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Figure 3. Substitution Threshold under Non-homogeneous Poisson Demand 

Early in the transition, sales of the new product have not taken off, the optimal policy has a 

low threshold for substitution as it is more profitable to use new product inventory to meet de-

mand for the old product, rather than hold this inventory until it can be used to meet new product 

demand later in the transition period. The immediate revenue from the substitution sale exceeds 

the expected discounted revenue from a new product sale, net of the holding cost.  As the de-

mand of the new product ramps up, the expected time to a sale of the new product decreases. 

This reduces the impact from the holding cost and revenue discount, and therefore, the substitu-

tion threshold increases. Later during the transition, the other dynamic starts dominating: Less 

and less time is left to sell, so we prefer to substitute a new product to meet old-product demand 

rather than risk not selling the inventory at all.  

We establish this formally in Proposition 4 for the case of a constant aggregate demand rate. 

Proposition 4  If λ1(t) is non-increasing in t and λ2(t) is non-decreasing in t, and 
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( ) ( ) ,1 2t t tλ λ λ+ = ∀ ,  then )(2 tx  is a unimodal function of t: it is non-decreasing in t before a 

certain time t̂  and non-increasing in t after t̂ . 

4.2  Optimal Initial Inventories 

So far we have not accounted for the procurement and production costs since these can be con-

sidered sunk costs in making the substitution decision. However, we need to consider these costs 

when we solve for the optimal initial quantities. Under the assumption of linear cost, we denote 

the unit cost of product i by ic and define the net profit as  

1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2( , ) ( , ,0) .NV x x V x x c x c x≡ − −    (8) 

Using equation (1) we show that V(x1,x2,t) is jointly concave in x1 and x2.  

Proposition 5  V(x1,x2,t) is jointly concave in x1 and x2.  

It follows that NV will also be jointly concave in x1 and x2. Hence we can easily find the op-

timal starting inventories by a simple search. 

The implication of the joint concavity of V with respect to the inventory levels of both prod-

ucts is twofold. First, there is decreasing marginal return to more inventory. Second, there is de-

creasing marginal value from substitution: The value of an additional unit of new product is 

higher (lower) when the old product inventory is low (high); the value of an additional unit of 

old product is higher (lower) when the new product inventory is low (high).  

5.  Stochastic Transition Start Date 

A new-product launch involves many sequential steps including engineering development and 

testing, material sourcing, manufacturing, and delivery. With inherent uncertainties in each step, 

the actual release date often fluctuates dramatically. If the new product development slips and 

the inventory of the old product is depleted, supply gaps can result. Consequently, a much larger 

supply cushion of the old product is needed compared to the case of a deterministic TSD.  
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5.1  Optimal Planning Quantities under Stochastic TSD 

Let τ be the TSD. We assume now that the TSD is stochastic, with an upper and a lower 

boundτ and τ respectively, and with q(τ=k) representing the probability that τ=k. . As before, 

we make planning decisions and place orders at time zero for the planning horizon [0,H]. In ad-

dition, we assume that the firm completes the transition by the fixed time H, independent of the 

value of τ; that is, at time H, the demand for the old product is negligible, the company stops 

selling the old product and salvages any leftover inventory. 

Let ),,,( 21 txxW τ denote the profit-to-go from time t to H for a given realization of τ, where 

x1 and x2 are the inventory levels of the old and new product at time t. Since the transition has not 

started before τ , λ1(t)= λ1 and λ2(t)=0 for ],0[ τ∈t . Thus, for any ],0[ τ∈t , we have: 

1 if    )]1,,1,()1([                     
)]1,,,()[1(),,,(

122211111

2111121

≥−+−++−−+
++−−=

xxhtxxWrxh
txxWxhtxxW

τδλ
τδλτ

 

   
 )]1,,0,([                     

)1,,0,()1(),,0,(

22211

212

xhtxWp
txWtxW

−++−+
+−=

τδλ
τδλτ

   (9)                   

We define the terminal value ),,(),,,( 2121 τττ xxVxxW ≡ , as given in Section 4. Thus 

)0,,,( 21 xxW τ  is the expected profit from time 0 to H for a given TSD τ . To obtain the expected 

profit for a stochastic TSD, we weight each )0,,,( 21 xxW τ by the probability q(τ ): 

∑
=

=
τ

ττ

ττ )0,,,()(),( 2121 xxWqxxEW . 

Finally, we subtract the procurement costs from W to obtain the net profit 

22112121 ),(),( xcxcxxEWxxNW −−=    (10) 

Since ),,( 21 txxV is jointly concave in 21  and xx , it follows that ),( 21 xxNW  is also jointly con-

cave in 21  and xx . Therefore, we can easily find the optimal initial inventories ( 21, xx ) to cover 
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demand during [0,H], given the procurement cost 1c  and 2c . 

Proposition 6  NW(x1,x2) is jointly concave in x1 and x2.  

Often at time zero we will have an existing inventory of the old product 0
1x .  For this case we 

define ),,( 0
121 xxxNW  to be the net profit only for 0

11 xx ≥  because we cannot salvage the old 

product until the end of the transition period. Thus we rewrite the objective function in (10) as:  

0
1122

0
11121

0
121     )(),(),,( xxxcxxcxxEWxxxNW ≥∀−−−=                  (11) 

Proposition 7 (Order-up-to Policy) 

If the inventory position at the time of planning is 0
1x , then the optimal order quantities are 

),( *
2

0
1

*
1

xxx −  if *
1

0
1 xx < and ))(,0( 0

12 xx  if *
1

0
1 xx ≥ , where ),( *

2
*
1

xx  maximizes NW(x1,x2) as de-

fined in equation (10). )( 0
12 xx is the optimal quantity of the new product given that the planning 

quantity for the old product is set to 0
1x . In addition, if *

1
0
1 xx ≥ , then *

2
0
12 )( xxx ≤  

The implications of Proposition 7 are simple: if the company has more inventory of the old 

product than needed, the optimal policy is to order no old product and plan the same or less for 

the new product than it would have when the existing inventory is not considered. When we have 

too much old product, the value of substitution decreases and we require less new product. 

5.2  Comparison to the Optimal Planning Decisions under Deterministic TSD 

We use numerical examples to explore the effect of variability in the TSD, as well as the sensi-

tivity of the optimal solution to the substitution cost and the salvage value of the new product.  

For each of the above parameters, we allow three values, signifying a small, medium, or 

large value. Specifically, we set the salvage value of the new product to the unit cost of the initial 

order, 2c (large), or 80% of 2c (medium), or 50% of 2c  (small). Similarly, we set the substitution 

cost: 12 8.0 rr − (large), 12 rr − (medium), and  12 1.1 rr −  (small). That is, we achieve an actual rev-
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enue of 80% of 1r , 100% of 1r , and 110% of 1r , respectively. We model the TSD as a uniformly-

distributed discrete random variable with mean of 500. . For the high variance case, τ  is uni-

formly distributed on the interval [250, 750] with a grid of 25; in the medium variance case, the 

interval is [400, 600] with a grid of 25; in the low variance case, τ  is deterministic, equal to 500. 

We let δ=1 to exclude the effect from revenue discounting.  Table 1 shows the optimal solution 

for each of the 27 scenarios. Other parameter values are shown in Table 2. 

 Standard de-
viation of TSD 

Substitution 
cost (g) 

Salvage val-
ue ( 2s ) 

Optimal 
1x  

Optimal 
2x  

21 xx +
 

Optimal 
Expected Profit 

1 0 5 9 94 82 176 2180.6 
2 0 5 14.4 93 86 179 2236.4 
3 0 5 18 93 89 182 2283.2 
4 0 8 9 101 75 176 2160.6 
5 0 8 14.4 99 80 179 2210.0 
6 0 8 18 97 86 183 2254.2 
7 0 14 9 104 73 177 2138.1 
8 0 14 14.4 104 76 180 2181.9 
9 0 14 18 103 80 183 2220.4 

10 25.8 5 9 95 81 176 2144.8 
11 25.8 5 14.4 95 84 179 2197.7 
12 25.8 5 18 96 87 183 2241.7 
13 25.8 8 9 97 80 177 2116.6 
14 25.8 8 14.4 97 83 180 2169.5 
15 25.8 8 18 97 86 183 2213.6 
16 25.8 14 9 100 79 179 2067.7 
17 25.8 14 14.4 100 82 182 2121.0 
18 25.8 14 18 100 85 185 2165.4 
19 60.6 5 9 98 87 185 1808.7 
20 60.6 5 14.4 98 93 191 1904.1 
21 60.6 5 18 100 98 198 1984.9 
22 60.6 8 9 99 87 186 1778.1 
23 60.6 8 14.4 100 93 193 1874.3 
24 60.6 8 18 101 98 199 1956.3 
25 60.6 14 9 101 87 188 1719.8 
26 60.6 14 14.4 103 92 195 1818.3 
27 60.6 14 18 104 98 202 1902.8 

Table 1. Sensitivity Analysis 
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H 1050 r1 30 
c1 15 r2 38 
c2 18 p1 20 
h1 0.005 p2 30 
h2 0.005 s1 5 

⎩
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Table 2. Parameter Values 

We observe from Table 1 that the total expected profit deteriorates as the TSD becomes more 

variable, ceteris paribus. To illustrate this, we show in Figure 4 how the total profit changes with 

the variability of the TSD for ,10=g  ,182 =s  and other parameter values as shown in Table 2. 

The demand rates behave similar to Figure 3(a). We define the total expected profit with “no 

substitution” as the profit originating from the heuristic policy where the firm never substitutes 

demand for the old product, i.e., the firm always picks the first term in the “max” expression of 

equation (1).  We observe that the value from substitution (the gap between the two curves in 

Figure 4) increases as the TSD becomes more variable.  
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Figure 4. The Total Expected Profit vs. Uncertainty in TSD 

The total quantity for the two products increases with the TSD uncertainty, as expected. 

However, we do not observe a monotonic trend of the optimal quantity for each product with re-

spect to the TSD uncertainty. In fact, the optimal quantity for either product may initially fall and 

then increase as the TSD variability changes from low to medium, and then to high (compare 

cases 8, 17 and 26, 14=g  and 4.142 =s , for the optimal quantity of the old product and cases 3, 
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12 and 21, 5=g  and 182 =s , for the optimal quantity of the new product).  In Figure 5, we il-

lustrate this non-monotonic pattern by graphing the optimal quantities for a range of TSD vari-

ability for a fixed salvage value of the new product ( 182 =s ). It may seem counterintuitive that, 

in the case when 5=g , one may need to reduce the quantity of the new product as variability 

grows, precisely when substitution would be most beneficial (a small substitution cost).   
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Figure 5. Optimal Quantities vs. Standard Deviation of the TSD 

To explain this observation, we note first that without substitution, the necessary supply cu-

shion for each product increases in the TSD uncertainty. We refer to this extra supply of inven-

tory as the “basic cushion”. While the new product consists of a "basic cushion" to protect 

against TSD uncertainty, it also includes a "substitution cushion" (shown as the gap between the 

plain solid curve and each marked solid curve in Figure 5) that allows substitution of the old 

product. However, there is risk pooling between the “basic cushion” and the “substitution cush-

ion” of the new product, which reduces the “substitution cushion” as the variability of the TSD 

increases. The two factors, “basic cushion” and “substitution cushion” change in opposite direc-

tions with respect to TSD uncertainty, contributing to the non-monotonic pattern. 
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Another consideration is the affect that TSD variability has on the amount of old product in-

ventory needed before the transition starts. An increase in TSD variability increases the variabil-

ity of the old-product demand prior to the TSD and hence the need for old product inventory. 

This additional inventory reduces the need for substitution during the transition period.  While 

we might expect more TSD variability to always result in more substitutions, this need not be the 

case. As shown in Figure 6, when the substitution cost is small, more TSD variability results in 

fewer substitutions, due to the need to stock more old-product inventory for the demand variabil-

ity in the interval [ ]0,τ . Nevertheless, for any given variability level, more substitution is ex-

pected with a smaller g. 
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Figure 6. Expected Substitutions vs. Standard Deviation of the TSD 

From Table 1, as well as Figure 5, we observe that the optimal quantity for the old (new) 

product is non-decreasing (non-increasing) in the substitution cost, as expected. The higher the 

substitution cost, we have less substitution; thus we need more inventory of the old product and 

less inventory of the new product.  

The optimal quantity for the new product increases significantly in its salvage value, or equi-

valently, its future replacement cost. One implication is the importance of predicting how the 

new product cost decreases over time due to production learning and economy of scale. 
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The optimal quantity for the old product may increase or decrease in the new product’s sal-

vage value. For example, in cases 4-6, the optimal 1x  decreases as 2s changes from low to me-

dium and then to high, whereas in cases 22-24, the optimal 1x  increases as 2s increases.  Since 

we can substitute the new product for the old, we are effectively pooling the demand of the two 

products. Thus a larger salvage value for the new product reduces both the underage cost for the 

old product through substitution, and the risk of excess for the old product in that the company 

can dynamically reduce substitution. Therefore, depending on which of the two competing dy-

namics dominates, the optimal quantity of the old product may increase or decrease in the sal-

vage value of the new product.  

To see the profit impact of the optimal policy, we compare the optimal policy with other 

simple alternatives. Figure 7 shows the profit realized using the Newsboy quantities and naïve 

substitution policies that either substitute whenever the old product runs out or never substitute at 

all. We use the same parameter values as in Figure 4. Clearly both alternative policies fare worse 

than the optimal policy, especially at higher variation levels of the TSD.  
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Figure 7. Comparison with Newsboy Quantities and Naïve Substitution Policies 

6. Determine the Optimal TSD 

Companies can sometimes delay the release of the new product to postpone the transition. The 
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decision to delay involves a tradeoff between selling the excess inventory of the old product, and 

obtaining higher margins from selling the new product. Figure 8 illustrates the impact of a delay. 

Delaying the new product release from τ to τ' increases the period of time that the old product is 

being sold and delays the sales of the new product. We use L to denote the duration of the transi-

tion and H the end of the planning horizon. We assume that both H and L are given fixed values 

 
Figure 8. Impact of Delaying the TSD from τ  to τ' 

We assume that the decision of τ does not affect the subsequent demand pattern or the dura-

tion of the transition. This is a simplification of a situation that encompasses a number of factors. 

Often the timing of product release affects the market shares for the new product, especially in 

industries with intense competition (Wilson and Norton 1989, Souza et al. 2004, Savin and Ter-

wiesch 2005). For example, in the race of video game consoles, Sony PlayStation2 obtained a 

70% market share by entering the market a year earlier than Microsoft’s Xbox and Nintendo’s 

GameCube. In these extreme cases, competition is often the primary factor for determining the 

new product release date. Further, in practice, many other factors could affect the decision of the 

release date of a new product such as engineering and manufacturing constraints, time since last 

product upgrade, and so on.  In this paper, we do not intend to address every facet of the prob-

lem, but instead choose to focus on one particular tradeoff between reducing excess inventory of 

0 τ+Lτ

Sell the old

τ’ τ’+L

Sell the new
Demand rates if transition starts at τ 
 

H

Demand rates if transition starts at τ' 
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the old product and capturing the margin premium of the new product. Our goal is to examine 

the impact of such an operational consideration, but with the recognition that this is not the only 

determinant for the new product introduction date. In this section, we also explore how the speed 

of the transition affects the decision of delaying a new product release. 

If we view the substitution decision as a contingency strategy for a shortage of the old prod-

uct, the delay of a new product release addresses the opposite situation – an excess inventory of 

the old product. Delaying the new product allows the company to sell more of the old product to 

alleviate the excess problem, albeit at the cost of reduced revenue from the new product.  

We consider a finite horizon [0,H]. Given an initial inventory of the old product 0
1x , we wish 

to determine at time zero both the TSD, and the order-up-to levels for the old and new products. 

We assume that we can set TSD within a deterministic time window [ ],τ τ  and there is no un-

certainty once it is set. We assume that the transition finishes before time H for any choice of the 

TSD; that is, by time H the demand for the old product is negligible. The objective is to choose 

the optimal TSD to maximize the expected net profit over the planning horizon [0, H], given an 

initial inventory. In practice, such a static policy makes sense as many coordinated activities be-

yond just the inventory process depend on knowing the start date as best as possible. However, 

one might conceive of a dynamic policy in which we continue to adjust the TSD based on the 

demand realizations for the old product over some time interval.   

We show in equation (9) how to obtain the total expected profit for [0, H] for a given TSD τ  

and give the optimal order policy in Proposition 7. Hence we can obtain the optimal choice of τ, 

as well as the optimal quantities of x1 and x2 through a search algorithm.  

Figure 9 illustrates the dependency of the optimal TSD on 0
1x  for the given parameter values. 

The demand and all other parameters are as given in Table 2.  
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                       (a) Optimal TSD           (b) Optimal Quantities 
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Figure 9. Optimal TSD and Quantities vs. Initial Inventory of the Old Product 

The optimal TSD follows a threshold pattern: If the initial inventory 0
1x  is below a thresh-

old 1x , no delay is necessary, i.e., τ τ= ; otherwise, the optimal policy prescribes a delay of the 

new product release that increases in the initial inventory. If the initial inventory of the old prod-

uct is between 0 and 68, we order 75 units for the new product, order up to 68 for the old prod-

uct, and release the new product on the scheduled release date 300. For initial inventory between 

68 and 74, no delay is necessary, we order no old product, and we order less new product. For 

inventory above 74, a delay is necessary and the optimal delay increases with the initial inven-

tory level. Again no order is necessary for the old product and the number of units of new prod-

uct to purchase decreases with the old product inventory. We note that the threshold quantity for 

delay (74) is greater than 68, the ideal quantity for the old product when there is no delay and no 

prior inventory commitment. This is because to obtain the latter, we need to consider the variable 

product cost. However, to obtain the optimal delay, the costs of committed inventory are sunk.  

In Figure 10, we show how the optimal TSD delay varies with the rate of the product re-

placement. We specify the parameter k for the demand equations of the two products 
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is the time elapsed since the transition when the two products reach equal demand share (Fisher 

and Pry 1971); thus the parameter k represents the speed of the transition. 
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Figure 10. Optimal Delay vs. Rate of Transition 

The faster the transition, the lower is the delay threshold. If we expect the transition to be 

fast, it is more likely that we will face the excess problem and therefore it would seem that the 

optimal strategy is to delay the new product release. However, this can be deceiving as a fast 

transition often implies that the new product is well-received by the market and that it will most 

likely draw a large margin. Thus a more reasonable strategy would be to consider changes in 

both parameters simultaneously. We leave it for future research to develop the analytical rela-

tionship between the rate of the transition and the price of the new product so as to explore the 

combined effect on the optimal delay strategy. 

7.  Conclusions 

In this paper we solve an inventory planning problem for inter-generational product transitions 

when there is no replenishment opportunity during the transition period. We allow substitutions 

using the new product when the old product runs out. We show that the optimal substitution de-

cision is a time-varying threshold policy with the substitution threshold )(2 tx  increases in t be-

fore a certain time t̂  and decreases in t after t̂ .  We establish for both a deterministic and sto-
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chastic TSD that the total discounted net profit is a jointly concave function of the inventories for 

the old and new products. We can thus obtain the optimal planning quantities by a simple search.  

We find that substitution reduces the need to hold the old product and can increase the profit-

ability over the transition.  Further, as the future replacement value of the new product increases, 

a company should increase the initial amount of the new product, which allows for more substi-

tution and thus decreases the amount of the old product to hold. That said, substitution does not 

help a company when it runs out of the old product before a new product is ready. In the case of 

Blofeld, the company underestimated the time it took to develop and introduce the new product 

and did not have enough supply “cushion” for its old product. For them, the only remedy was to 

get the new product out as soon as possible to reduce the supply gap.  

Our results indicate that TSD uncertainty can produce competing effects on the planning 

stocks.  Whereas the total stock increases with increased TSD variability, the division between 

the old and new product inventory is not monotonic. Increasing variability results in more vari-

able demand both prior to the transition and during the transition period. This results in pressure 

to hold both more new and old product inventory.  Yet with more new product inventory there 

would seem to be more opportunity for substitution, which reduces the need for old product in-

ventory in the transition period. Meanwhile, with more old-product inventory needed prior to the 

transition, the need for substitution during the transition period lessens, which puts downward 

pressure on the new product inventory. These countervailing forces lead to non-monotonic be-

havior as the TSD variability increases.  In fact, our result suggests that, counter to our intuition, 

growing TSD uncertainty need not lead to more substitutions or more new product inventories.  

Further, we have shown how to determine the optimal delay for a new product release when 

a company faces potential excess inventory of the old product. In essence, one should try to ad-
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dress excess inventory in the old product first through the initial stock decisions, and if that is not 

sufficient, subsequently delaying the release of the new product. In the Sultan transition example, 

the delay was warranted as the company foresaw a serious excess problem and to some extent 

the delay was a means for damage control. 

A key assumption in our model is that there is no replenishment opportunity during the tran-

sition. This need not be true in contexts in which the transition period may take longer. While it 

is often difficult to replenish the old product after the last buy decision, there may be reordering 

opportunities for the new product during the transition. We would like to explore in future re-

search the optimal inventory policy in these cases. 

Also implicit in our model is that the product prices stay constant throughout the transition. 

This is not always the case in practice. In fact, pricing is an important tool for demand manage-

ment. During product transitions, product managers often can manipulate the price gap of the 

two products in order to push a particular product. Li and Graves (2007) present a dynamic pric-

ing model that examines the pricing decisions during a product transition. In future research, one 

may consider combining a pricing model with the planning problem. 

We have assumed that a demand of the old product is lost if the company runs out of the old 

product and decides not to offer substitution. In reality, customers may come back and purchase 

the new product instead. One way to include this behavioral impact on demand is to allow only a 

portion of the unmet old product demand to be lost. We conjecture that most of the analytical 

results remain valid with this extension; however, we leave this extension for future research. 
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Proofs 

Proof of Lemma 1  

We prove this by induction. 

First note that ),( 2 txα non-increasing in x2 is equivalent to V being discretely concave. 

For ease of exposition, we also define δα /)(),0( 22 hvt +≡ . From the terminal value defini-

tion, 222 )1,,0( xsTxV =++τ , thus 22 ),( sTx =+τα  . From assumption (3), 

),0(),1( TT +<+ τατα . Therefore, ),( 2 Tx +τα is non-increasing in x2. 

Assume for induction that α(x2, t) is non-increasing in x2. Then condition (7) implies that 

)(2 tx∃ s.t. it is optimal to substitute at t if and only if )(22 txx > . Then from equation (1), we 

have: 

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

<≤−−+
>−−+−

≤+−
+

−+−++−−=−

22212

2222

2222

1

222222

)(1  if                        
)(1  if       ),1(

)(  if    ),(
)(               

)],1()[( )],())[(1()1,(

xtxxgpr
txxtxh

txxtxh
t

txhttxhttx

δα
δα

λ

δαλδαλα

(12) 

Given that ),( 2 txα  is non-increasing in x2, it is clear from equation (12) that )1,( 2 −txα is non-

increasing in x2 for all 12 ≥x , finishing the induction proof. □ 

Proof of Proposition 2  

For the ease of representation, we drop the subscripts of x2 and )(2 tx  in the following proof. 

Induction assumption: )1()( +≥ txtx and )](,1[)1,(),( txxtxtx ∈∀+≥ αα   

We need to show )()1( txtx ≥− and )]1(,1[),()1,( −∈∀≥− txxtxtx αα . 

From the definition of )(tx (page 13), 212),( hgprtx +−+<δα if )(txx >  and 

212),( hgprtx +−+≥δα if )(txx ≤ . 
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Assume for contradiction that )()1( txtx <− , we then have hgprttx +−+≥− 12)),1((δα . 

From equation (12), we have: 

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

+≤−+−+−
−<++−−

+≤+−
+

+−−−++−−=
−−

 )1(1)( if           )()),((
1)()1(  if       )]1,1)(()),(([

)1()(  if    )]1),(()),(([
               

)]1,1)((),1)(([ )]1),(()),(([)1(
)),(()1),((

212

1

2

txtxhgprttx
txtxttxttx

txtxttxttx
ttxttxttxttx

ttxttx

δα
ααδ
ααδ

λ

ααδλααδλ
αα

 

By induction assumption, the terms )1),(()),(( +− ttxttx αα  and )1,1)((),1)(( +−−− ttxttx αα  

are nonnegative. We know from the definition of )(tx that hgprttx +−+≥ 12)),((δα . Under 

the condition 1)()1( −<+ txtx , we have )1,1)((/)()),(( 12 +−>+−+≥ ttxhgprttx αδα . Thus 

the term )1,1)(()),(( +−− ttxttx αα  is positive. Hence we obtain 

hgprttxttx +−+≥>− 12)),(()1),(( αα  which implies that )()1( txtx >− . Therefore, we have a 

contradiction. Thus we have proved )()1( txtx ≥− .  

Next we need to show )]1(,1[),()1,( −∈∀≥− txxtxtx αα . 

Given Tttxtx +++=∀≥− τττ ,...,2,1)()1(  , we can separate the interval )]1(,1[ −tx into 

three subintervals : i) )]1(,1[ +∈ txx ,  ii) )]( ),1(( txtxx +∈ , and iii) )]1( ),(( −∈ txtxx . 

i) )]1(,1[ +∈∀ txx  

)]1,(),([)]1,1(),1([ )]1,(),([)1(
),()1,(

12 +−++−−−++−−=
−−

txtxtxtxtxtx
txtx

ααδλααδλααδλ
αα

 

By induction assumption, the RHS terms are all nonnegative, thus 

)]1(,1[),()1,( +∈∀≥− txxtxtx αα  

ii) )]( ),1(( txtxx +∈∀ ,  
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⎩
⎨
⎧

<+≤−+−+−
+>−+−−

+

+−−−++−−=−−

xtxxhgprtx
txxtxtx

txtxtxtxtxtx

)1(1 if       )(),(
)1(1 if      )]1,1(),([

                        

)]1,1(),1([ )]1,(),([)1(),()1,(

212
1

2

δα
ααδ

λ

ααδλααδλαα
 

)(),( 212 hgprtx +−+−δα is nonnegative as )(txx ≤ , 

)1,1(),( +−− txtx αα is nonnegative because for )(txx ≤ and )1(1 +>− txx  we have 

δα /)(),( 212 hgprtx +−+≥  and δα /)()1,1( 212 hgprtx +−+≤+−  

iii) )]1( ),(( −∈ txtxx  

since )(txx > and )1( −≤ txx , condition (7) implies δα /)(),( 212 hgprtx +−+≤ and 

δα /)()1,( 212 hgprtx +−+≥− , thus ),()1,( txtx αα −−  is nonnegative.  

Therefore, we have )]1(,1[),()1,( −∈∀≥− txxtxtx αα , finishing the induction step. 

 

Now we establish the base case. That is, we need to show  )()1( TxTx +≥−+ ττ and that 

)]1(,1[),()1,( −+∈∀+≥−+ TxxTxTx ττατα  

From assumption (4), 212)1,( hgprTx +−+<−+τδα  for 1≥x ; thus it is optimal to substitute 

at period 1−+ Tτ  whenever inventory is positive, or equivalently 0)( =+ Tx τ . Hence 

 )()1( TxTx +≥−+ ττ holds. 

Since 22)1,( shTx δτα +−=−+ for 2≥x , we have 2122)1,( hgprsTx +−+≤<−+ δτδα  for 

2≥x . Thus 2)1( <−+ Tx τ .   

If 1)1( <−+ Tx τ , the set )]1(,1[ −+ Tx τ  contains no integral points; if 1)1( ≥−+ Tx τ , 

),1(/)()1,1( 2212 TshgprT +=>+−+≥−+ ταδτα . Therefore the base case is true. □ 

Proof of Proposition 3 

For the ease of representation, we drop the subscripts of x2 and )(2 tx  in the following proof. 
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When h=0 and δ=1, equation (4-8) becomes: 

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

<≤−−+
>−−

≤
+

−+−=−

xtxxgpr
txxtx

txxtx
t

txttxttx

)(1  if             
)(1  if       ),1(

)(  if    ),(
)(                     

),1()(),())(1()1,(

12

1

2

α
α

λ

αλαλα

    (12a) 

Thus  

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

<≤−−−++−−
>−−−

≤−−
=

−−

xtxxtxgprttxtxt
txxtxtxt

txxtxtxt
txtx

)(1  if       )],()[()],(),1()[(
)(1  if              )],(),1()[(

)(  if    )],(),1()[(
),()1,(

1212

2

αλααλ
ααλ
ααλ

αα

 

Since ),( txα is non-increasing in x, ),(),1( txtx αα −− is nonnegative, the term 

),(12 txgpr α−−+ is nonnegative for )(txx > (by the definition of )(tx on page 13). Therefore, 

we have T 2,...,1,t   ),()1,( +++=∀≥− ττταα txtx .□ 

Proof of Proposition 4 

For the ease of representation, we drop the subscripts of x2 and )(2 tx  in the proof. 

In order to show that )(tx  is a unimodal, it is sufficient to show the following: 

a) )1()()()1( −≥⇒≥+ txtxtxtx  

b) )1()()()1( +≥⇒≥− txtxtxtx  

We prove a) first. 

Given )()1( txtx ≥+ , we consider the following five cases:  

i) )1(1)( +≤<−≤ txxxtx  

ii) xxtxtx <−≤+≤ 1)1()(  

iii) )1()(1 +≤≤<− txtxxx  

iv) xtxxtx <+≤−≤ )1(1)(  
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v) )1()(1 +≤≤≤− txxtxx  

It is easy to show that for each case ),()1,( txtx αα <− , which in turn yields )1()( −≥ txtx  

We then prove b) )1()()()1( +≥⇒≥− txtxtxtx . 

Assume for contradiction that )1()( +≤ txtx , from a), we have )()1( txtx ≤− , which contradicts 

)()1( txtx ≥− . 

From a) and b), it is easy to see that )(tx is unimodal in t. □ 

Proof of Proposition 5 

Define )1,1,()1,,(),,( 212121 +−−+≡ txxVtxxVtxxα  

and )1,,1()1,,(),,( 212121 +−−+≡ txxVtxxVtxxβ .   

For ease of exposition, we also define δβ /)(),,0( 212 hvtx +≡  

To show that V is jointly concave, it is sufficient and necessary to show that ),,( 21 txxα and 

),,( 21 txxβ are non-increasing in x1and x2. We first derive the expressions for the partial and 

cross partial differences.  

 

From equations (1),  

For 1,1 21 ≥≥ xx  

 ),,1()(                                
),1,()(),,())(1()1,,(

211

21221221

txxt
txxttxxthtxx

−+
−+−+−=−

δαλ
δαλδαλα

 

For 1,0 21 ≥= xx , from equation (12), we have  

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

<≤−+−+
>−−

≤
+

−+−+−=−

22212

22

22

1

22222

)(1  if             
)(1  if       ),1,0(

)(  if    ),,0(
)(               

),1,0()(),,0())(1()1,,0(

xtxxhgpr
txxtx

txxtx
t

txttxthtx

δα
δα

λ

δαλδαλα
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For 1,2 21 ≥≥ xx  

 ),,1()(                               
),1,()(),,())(1()1,,(

211

21221121

txxt
txxttxxthtxx

−+
−+−+−=−

δβλ
δβλδβλβ

 

For 1,1 21 ≥= xx  

⎩
⎨
⎧

++−−+
<+

+

−+−+−=−

o.w.  ),,0(
)( if          )(

)(                                 

),1,1()(),,1())(1()1,,1(

12212

211
1

22212

hghrrtx
txxhv

t

txttxthtx

δα
λ

δβλδβλβ
 

 For 0,1 21 =≥ xx  

 ),0,1()(),0,()(),0,())(1()1,0,( 1112111 txttxttxthtx −++−+−=− δβλδβλδβλβ   

Therefore, we obtain the following recursive equations. 

 

Regarding the partial difference )1,(),( 2121 −− xxxx αα  

] ),1,1(),,1([)(                                          
)],2,(),1,([)(                                          

)],1,(),,([))(1()1,1,()1,,(
2,1For 

21211

21212

21212121

21

txxtxxt
txxtxxt

txxtxxttxxtxx
xx

−−−−+
−−−+

−−−=−−−−
≥≥

ααδλ
ααδλ

ααδλαα  

2,0For 21 ≥= xx  

⎪
⎪
⎩

⎪
⎪
⎨

⎧

<≤−<−−−+−+
<−<≤−+−+−−

>−−−−
≤−−

+

−−−+
−−−=

−−−−

2222212

2222122

222

222

1

222

22

22

)(12  if          ),1,0()(
1 )(2  if          )(),1,0(

)(2  if      )],2,0(),1,0([
)(  if    )],1,0(),,0([

)(            

)],2,0(),1,0([)(            
)],1,0(),,0([))(1(

)1,1,0()1,,0(

xtxxxtxhgpr
xxtxxhgprtx

txxtxtx
txxtxtx

t

txtxt
txtxt

txtx

δα
δα

ααδ
ααδ

λ

ααδλ
ααδλ

αα

 

From condition (7), 1 )( if   0 )(),1,0( 22122 −<≤+−+−− xtxhgprtxδα  and 

)(1  if  0),1,0()( 22212 txxtxhgpr ≤−≤−−+−+ δα .  
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Therefore, the last two items within the curly bracket are both non-positive.  

 

Regarding the partial difference ),1(),( 2121 xxxx −− ββ : 

] ),,2(),,1([)(                                          
)],1,1(),1,([)(                                          

)],,1(),,([))(1()1,,1()1,,(
1,3For 

21211

21212

21212121

21

txxtxxt
txxtxxt

txxtxxttxxtxx
xx

−−−+
−−−−+

−−−=−−−−
≥≥

ββδλ
ββδλ

ββδλββ  

⎩
⎨
⎧

−−−++−
<+−

+

−−−+
−−=−−−

≥=

o.w.    ] ),,0(),,1([
 )( if                   )(),,1(

)(                                          

)],1,1(),1,2([)(                                          
)],,1(),,2([))(1()1,,1()1,,2(

1,2For 

112222

2112
1

222

2222

21

ghrhrtxtx
txxhvtx

t

txtxt
txtxttxtx

xx

αβδ
δβ

λ

ββδλ
ββδλββ

 

Regarding the cross partial difference ),1(),( 2121 xxxx −− αα : 

] ),,2(),,1([)(                                          
)],1,1(),1,([)(                                          

)],,1(),,([))(1()1,,1()1,,(
1,2For 

21211

21212

21212121

21

txxtxxt
txxtxxt

txxtxxttxxtxx
xx

−−−+
−−−−+

−−−=−−−−
≥≥

ααδλ
ααδλ

ααδλαα  

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

<≤−+−+−
>−−−

<
+

−−−+
−−=−−−

≥=

222122

222

2

1

222

2222

21

)(1 if     )(),,0(
)(1 if   ] ),1,0(),,0([

)( if                           0
)(                                          

)],1,0(),1,1([)(                                          
)],,0(),,1([))(1()1,,0()1,,1(

1,1For 

xtxxhgprtx
txxtxtx

txx
t

txtxt
txtxttxtx

xx

δα
ααδλ

ααδλ
ααδλαα

 

From condition (7), 22122 )( if   )(),,0( xtxhgprtx <+−+−δα . Therefore, the last item within 

the curly bracket is non-positive.  

 

Regarding the cross partial difference )1,(),( 2121 −− xxxx ββ : 
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] ),1,1(),,1([)(                                          
)],2,(),1,([)(                                          

)],1,(),,([))(1()1,1,()1,,(
2,2For 

21211

21212

21212121

21

txxtxxt
txxtxxt

txxtxxttxxtxx
xx

−−−−+
−−−+

−−−=−−−−
≥≥

ββδλ
ββδλ

ββδλββ  

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

>−−−
<<−+−+−

<
+

−−−+
−−−=−−−−

≥=

)(1 if )],1,(),,([
)(1 if )(),,(

)( if                    0
)(                                          

)],2,1(),1,1([)(                                          
)],1,1(),,1([))(1()1,1,1()1,,1(

2,1For 

222

222122

2

1

222

2222

21

txxtxotxo
xtxxhgprtxo

txx
t

txtxt
txtxttxtx

xx

ααδ
δαλ

ββδλ
ββδλββ

 

From condition (7), 22122 )( if  0)(),,0( xtxhgprtx <≤+−+−δα . Therefore, the second item 

within the curly bracket is non-positive.  

] ),0,1(),1,1([)(                                          
)],0,(),1,([))(1()1,0,()1,1,(

1,1For 

111

1111

21

txtxt
txtxttxtx

xx

−−−+
−−=−−−

=≥

ββδλ
ββδλββ  

 

Next we show by induction that these partial and cross partial differences are non-positive. 

We first establish the base case: 

Since 221121 )1,,( xsxsTxxV +=++τ ,it is easy to see that 221 ),,( sTxx =+τα and 

121 ),,( sTxx =+τβ .  

Thus 0),1,(),,( 2121 =+−−+ TxxTxx τατα  

0),,1(),,( 2121 =+−−+ TxxTxx τβτβ  

0),,1(),,( 2121 =+−−+ TxxTxx τατα  

0),1,(),,( 2121 =+−−+ TxxTxx τβτβ  

In addition, we have the following: 

i) 0)(),,1( 112 ≤+−+ hvTx τδβ  
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ii) 0)],,0(),,1([ 112222 ≤−−−+++−+ ghrhrTxTx τατβδ  

Note that i) and ii) are direct results of assumptions made in equations (2) and (5).  

Induction assumption: 

i) 0)(),,1( 112 ≤+− hvtxδβ   

ii) 0] ),,0(),,1([ 112222 ≤−−−++− ghrhrtxtx αβδ  

iii) 0),1,(),,( 2121 ≤−− txxtxx αα  

iv) 0),,1(),,( 2121 ≤−− txxtxx αα  

v) 0),,1(),,( 2121 ≤−− txxtxx ββ  

vi) 0),1,(),,( 2121 ≤−− txxtxx ββ  

Induction step: 

i) 

⎩
⎨
⎧

++−−+
<+

+

−+−+−=−

o.w.  ),,0(
)( if          )(

)(                                 

),1,1()(),,1())(1()1,,1(

12212

211
1

22212

hghrrtx
txxhv

t

txttxthtx

δα
λ

δβλδβλβ

1

1221212

211
1

112111

                    
o.w. )(

)( if          )(
)(                              

)()()())(1(                   

v
hghrrhgpr

txxhv
t

hvthvth

=
⎩
⎨
⎧

++−−++−+
<+

+

+++−+−≤

λ

δλδλ

)),,0()( (since 21222 hgprtxtxx +−+<⇔> δα  

Thus 112 )1,,1( hvtx +≤−δβ  

ii)  

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

+−+−+++−−
>−−−+++−−

<−+
+

−−−+−−++−=
−−−

o.w.  )(),,0( 
)(1 if   )],1,0(),,0([

)( if          ),,0(
)(                

)],1,0(),1,1([)()],,0(),,1([))(1(
)1,,0()1,,1(

21221221

2221221

2211

1

2222221

22

hgprtxghhrr
txxtxtxghhrr

txxtxhv
t

txtxttxtxthh
txtx

δα
ααδ

δα
λ

αβδλαβδλ
αβ
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grr
ghhrrtghhrrtghhrrthh

ghhrr
txxghhrr

txxhgprhv
t

ghrhrtghrhrthh

+−=
++−−+++−−+++−−−++−≤

⎪
⎩

⎪
⎨

⎧

++−−
>−++−−

<+−+−+
+

+−−+++−−+−++−≤

21

1221112212122121

1221

21221

221211

1

22112221121

) )((  ) )(() ))((1(
o.w.                      

)(1 if                     
)( if          )(

)(                

))(()))((1(

λλλ

λ

λλ

 

Thus )()]1,,0()1,,1([ 2122 grrtxtx +−≤−−− δαβδ   

From assumption (6), 
δ−

−
≥−−

1
)( 12

21
hhgrr , equivalently, 

)]([])([ 212211 grrhgrhr +−≥−−−+ δ  

Therefore, we have 122122 )]1,,0()1,,1([ hhgrrtxtx +−+−≤−−− αβδ  

Inductions for iii)-vi) are straightforward from the recursion equations. 

Therefore, we have shown that ),,( 21 txxα and ),,( 21 txxβ are non-increasing in x1and x2. □ 

Proof of Proposition 7 (Order-up-to Policy) 

We can rewrite equation (11) as  

0
1121

0
11

0
121       ),( ),,( xxxxNWxcxxxNW ≥∀+=  

where ),( 21 xxNW is as defined in equation (10). 

Let ),( *
2

*
1

xx be the optimal solution that maximizes ),( 21 xxNW .  

If 0
1

*
1 xx ≥ , then ),( *

2
*
1

xx also maximizes ),,( 0
121 xxxNW .  

If 0
1

*
1 xx < , then 0

1(x , ))( 0
12 xx  maximizes ),,( 0

121 xxxNW  due to the concavity of NW, where 

)( 0
12 xx is the optimal quantity that maximizes ),( 21 xxNW given 0

11 xx =  

Therefore, the optimal order quantities are ),( *
2

0
1

*
1

xxx −  if *
1

0
1 xx < and ))(,0( 0

12 xx  if *
1

0
1 xx ≥ .  

Next we show that if *
1

0
1 xx ≥  then *

2
0
12 )( xxx ≤ . 
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This follows directly from the joint concavity of NW. )( 0
12 xx is the optimal quantity given 0

1x , 

thus 0
))(,(2 0

120

=
∂

∂

xxxx
NW . Since *

1
0
1 xx ≥  and 0

12

2

≤
∂∂

∂
xx

NW , we have 0
))(,(2 0

12
*
1

≤
∂

∂

xxxx
NW . 

NW(x1,x2) is maximized at ),( *
2

*
1

xx , thus 0
),(2 *

2
*
1

=
∂

∂

xxx
NW . Therefore, 

),(2))(,(2 *
2

*
1

0
12

*
1 xxxxx x

NW
x

NW
∂

∂
≤

∂
∂ .  

Since 02
2

2

≤
∂

∂
x
NW , this implies *

2
0
12 )( xxx ≤ . □ 


